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The Unknown Errors of our Lives  

In the compositions of second era of settler Writers, there is a push to orchestrate the issue of 

separation and migration. Rather than getting by with the anguish of removal and outcast, they 

anticipate digestion with the recharged awareness to reclassify human sensibility and the flow of 

individual relationship. Chitra Banerjess Divakaruni, with the quality of her innovative creative 

energy in her short stories, catches the exceptional and critical snapshots of the life of settlers 

who appear to got amongst past and present, allurement of the west and the yearning for the 

mysticism of the east. The traumatic impact of the disagreement of convention and advancement 

constitutes the quintessence of workers mind in her novels. In her accumulation of short stories 

The Unknown Errors of Lives (2001)she explores the emergencies of the life of the individuals 

who need to witness this emergencies of 'homeland " and' have arrive  

In the short stories of Divakaruni, there is an extraordinary mindfulness for the contention 

of human feelings related with the marvel of land areas. The obligations of passionate fondness 

basically influence the example of familial and individual relationship alongside the familiarity 

with ethical quality and human values that give a particular enthusiastic legitimacy to the 

encounters of Indian outsiders Like Bharati Mukerjees diasporic awareness, Divakaruni"s 

festivity of Indian life and sensibility is not a sentimental wistfulness but rather it mirrors her 

significant acknowledgment of genuine conditions. The stories gathered in the volume Unknown 

Errors attest that the mental discontinuity of Indian workers is more impactful than the 

contention conceived out of social and geological relocation. 

In a large portion of the short stories incorporated into this volume, the emergencies springs out 

of the conflict of socio-psychic proclivity with the local culture and the enthusiastic holding with 

new half breed culture. The total impact of encounters of the geological areas, division from 

social roots and the partition from local custom create a "cracked mind that seriously influences 

the range of discernment. Henry B. Wonham concedes that innovative motivation relies on upon 

the oblivious amassing of nearby learning. Berry Lopez in his investigation of the near 

relationship of topography and forming of sensibility remarks  

In The Unknown Errors of our lives, Divakarunies continues with the vision that 

"rootlessness' in the life of settlers is no outside marvel yet is basically works upon the 

cognizance of expatriates. The procedure of digestion requires the aggregate disposal of local 

social roots however it is hard to accomplish the mental invalidation of the past and its waiting 

shadows that impede the procedure or social change ,for her exile sensibilitiy incorporates b0th 
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social assimilatation and the reproduction of the physic self. The proposition of assimilation 

relies on upon the level of instruction, aage proficient aptitudes and the motives.Neither the 

disengagement nor ingestion can be add up to, Physical separation is not just the disengagement 

and the levels of opulence is by all account not the only determinant in her short stories she 

uncovers that the agony of outcast has been uncovered through the settlers who have wistfulness 

for the past and without any friendly arrangement. They are compelled to trade off with the 

constrained amicability. The battle the estimations of country and hostland, between 

marvelousness of the west and the most profound sense of being of East constitute the mind of 

"otherness" in the life of Indian workers. Her outsider characters impart the passionate proclivity 

to their own maker.  

The account of Mrs.Datta composes a Letter is anarrative recreation of the encounters of 

a migrant lady who witnesses the injury of movement, alongside the partialities against the life of 

lady. Divakarunies contention is that a lady in astate of movement turns out to be twice 

margenalised in light of the fact that her local qualities gets more noteworthy disarray the 

procedure of osmosis. Mrs Datta, an elderly dowager from a conventional Bengali family 

relocates to America to remain with the group of her Americanised Indian child, sagar and his 

better half shymala. Mrs Datta's propensity are established in conventional Indian example and 

along these lines she gets herself puzzled, disconnected and confounded in the group of her 

child. Her straightforward propensities are looked downward on by her little girl in law. Her 

propensity for settling the caution in the clock to wake up early is contemptuosly scrutinized by 

shyamali and shyam. 

In the story Divakaruni records the passionate emergencies of the "separated self" of 

outsiders through the web of familial relationship. Sagar reassures his mom, "we need you to be 

comfprtable mama , to rest, that' why we brought younto America" yet un life the counterfeit 

American life loaded with subjugations can never acquire relief the life of foreigners.  

In America Mrs Datta finds no opportunity to survive. Her standard propensities like 

early rising and droning of mantras are censured as a ludicrousness and an obstacle in their 

complex living. For sagar Mrs Datta's propensity for droning, mantras as opposed to being the 

festival of celestial worship is censured as an unrefined propensity that disturbes their morning 

rest.  

One day Mrs Datta gets a letter from an Indian companion, Mrs, Basu enquires, "Are you 

glad in America". This thought of joy give a genuine stun to her concsiosness. She conjectures 

over her past to know and to characterize the way of genuine satisfaction. She makes a near 

appraisal she had always wanted of life in America and the life in Calcutta. The delectable taste 

of Rassagulla'. Alu Dam' frequents her.  

For Divakaruni in the life Indian outsiders Calcutta appears to have turned into the 

illustration of belongingness. The vast majority of the migrants in their detachment from social 

roots locate the total fall of their vital self. Mrs Datta endures enthusiastic anguish at shyamali's 

easygoing state of mind about the administration of sustenance propensities. She understands 

that in Indian nourishment propensities are firmly related with convention, slants and the glow of 

individual relations . Dimple the protoganist of Bharati Mukerjee's novel demonstrates her 

remarkable uneasiness to drink particular Darjeeling tea also Mrs Datta makes an edgy remark, 

"Atleast the family is eating great since, Iarrived , appropriate Indian food.Besides her tension 

for nourishment, she like a common Indian grandma, is on edge to share her forlornness in the 
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organization of her fabulous youngsters. However her americanised fabulous kids neglect to 

react to her opinions. She concedes, "They are substance of my blood yet when she listens their 

American voices ascending in energy as they talk about the sparkling outsider universe of force 

officers – Spice Girls and soul week at school, she practically can't trust it". Shyamali and Mrs 

Datta speak to the distinctions of two eras –Mrs Dattas concsiousness is established in Indian soil 

and like an edgy home seeker shr alludes a feeling of misfortune though shyamali holds her 

uniqueness to rethink her pictures of life to coop up with the American way of life. Shyamali, 

inspite of being a Hindu spouse, acknowledges American half breed and liberal culture where 

there is no refinement between 'keeps an eye on work and womans work. She censures thr 

conveensional demeanor of her relative , "That is the reason Indian men are so futile around to 

house. Here in America we don't believein men's work " The eemancipated method for 

Americans life give better spaces to Indians to advance more neighborly methods for presence. 

The over eagerness of Mrs.Datta for the security of her child remains in sharp complexity to the 

cool and calculative reactions of Sagar. He stays occupied with his office work and extras no 

opportunity to Gossip with his mom. The mental spaces of Sagar and Mrs.Datta are 

pronouncement of the two measurements of multiculturalism however in both conditions the 

injury of separation is an inescapable reality. Mrs Datta in her letter makes a legitimate 

admission of her circumstance, that the genuine issue lies in her own particular will that lets her 

not change in accordance with American living. Her letter uncovers exile sensibility where each 

individual gets by as "haif and half". She makes aconfession of her genuine sensibility:  

Mrs Datta's anguish again a legitimization is again defense of Divakaruni's visin that 

Indian settlers endure the loss of passionate holding in individual relationship. Divakaruni's 

accentuation on the desire for individual relationship in the life of lady foreigners has approached 

the vision of Bharati Mukerjee.In one her stories, she concedes that the encounters of migrants 

reperesent the oddity of "wish " and "longed for" with regards to incongruity of absorption, it has 

been ascribed, "it is the oppression of the American dream that alarms me. To start with you 

don't exit. At that point you are unmistakable. They you are amusing. At that point you are 

recognizing. Affront is akind of acknowledgment."  

In the narrative of" Intelligence of Willd things." Divakaruni examines how movement 

influences the glow of individual love. The story concentrates on the contention of a youthful 

wedded woman who tries to recreate her past through the present life states of her sibling, Tarun. 

With his day of work to America, he estranges himself from the waiting shadows of his country 

and the fervor for his brave youth. As opposed to the detachment of tarun, the storyteller reviews 

the fantasy of is mother whose lone mission was 'seeing my kids before I kick the bucket."  

The portrayal of the story starts with storyteller's depiction of her excursion to her sibling. 

She has come to America to know the truth of the erosions amongst Tarun and her feeble mother. 

Instantly after her entry, she takes a gander at the confined photo of a young lady in T-shirt and 

pants. For her the possibility of fellowship with a white young lady in America comes as a 

passing of her local Bengali sensibility. In all shock, she enquires, "Your companion, you never 

let me know, you had a young lady companion particularly a white one". The respect for local 

culture is so entirely established in her awareness that she even declines to mull over the bed that 

had been utilized by a white young lady, "I saw young ladies red hair spread over the pad. Her 

pale arms tight round my sibling chestnut back".  
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As opposed to the inbreeding of Tarun In the present time, she recalls the fervors delighted in the 

organization of her sibling. Be that as it may she additionally reviews how Tarun used to be 

urged by Mother to attempt his future in Vermount. With his constrained migration, Tarun goes 

to a condition of enthusiastic vacuum and for him neither the movement nor withdrawal is 

conceivable. The storyteller's hatred coverts into sensitivity and she gets to be on edge to feel the 

beat of Tarun.  

In this story the passionate substance and the aching for familial relationship makes this 

story very impactful. In the life of migrants, the eerie shadows of country are a sentimental 

wistfulness as well as a strategy to recover their past and to reproduce an aggregate history and 

myth of their kin.  

In the story "lives of Strangers" Divakaruni again develops the mosaic of country and 

hostland contextualizing it in the life of Indian ladies migrants. The story is about the encounters 

of an explorer partyfrom Calcutta to the heavenly altar of Amarnath. Being sickened with the 

realism of America, she returns to India looking for peace and most profound sense of being. In 

this organization Leela interacts with an elderlywidow who has been left to make due as a bound 

dowager. Leela quickly builds up her sensitivity for the enthusiastic and physical enduring of 

Mrs. Das.  

Leela, in her restrospection,starts recoolectively energizing expxriances of youth; that of 

perusing books, playing chess on PC and the delight of lengthy drives in the bicycle. she had left 

India long back as a reasearcher . In ammerica she built up her association with her another 

software engineer, Mrs.Dester.howecer this interracial individual relationship demonstrated a 

disappointment and itleft her baffled and malcontented. An uncompromising feeling of last 

national personality took after by intense sorrow constrained her to swallow resting pills. The 

ensuing injury of distance in American culture made her anxious to come back to India insearch 

of stayable human relationship.  

However in the story, Divakaruni likewise highlights how the neediness and hardship of 

Indian life made Indian Americans worried of about Indian conditions. Prior to her takeoff from 

her Leela is prompted by her mom, "simply make certain to take your shops before you go, drink 

bubbled water at alltimes, and don't get include in life of outsiders". In this perception the 

accentuation on the fact"don't get include in life of outsiders". Is a work of the dream existing in 

the min of outsiders since involment in individual relationship naturalizes the procedure of 

cultural assimilation. Besies, Devakaruni in this story amits that passionate holding with the 

ppast captivates outsiders towards country. After first arriving at culcatta, Leela communicates 

compelling interest for cotton sarees, glossaries loaded with scents and morning petitions in the 

sanctuary. She is additionally insane about;Mughlai parathas"stuffed with eggs and onions. She 

extols picture of ,"India was a mandigras that never finished who might have thought she'd feel 

so at home". The quietness of Indian life mixes normal reaction for human sensitivity. The 

enthusiastic cries physical enduring of Mrs.Das draws in her. With this joining, she goes to the 

acknowledgment that it is just the obligations of human sensitivity that lead human souls towards 

sublimation. 

On this discussion, she gets to be enthusiastic and admits, "How astounding that it would 

be more grounded who has opened and conveyed to light this world whose definition has gotten 

away he till now". With the adoration and sensitivity of Leela, Mrs.Das retainsher physical 

quality to proceed with her voyage. After the specialist's recommendation, similar to an 
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astounded creature , she gets hold of Leela's arm and regrettably begs for her support. With her 

woeful contribution in the life of Mrs.Das, Leela builds up another vision of life.  

Mrs. Das gets included in the adoration for Leela and acknowledges that in the 

approaching obstacles at any rate they are "as one". This thought of 'fellowship" fills her with 

uncommon sensitivity. This stiring of human assumptions gains Leela devastate her experiences 

of the American dream.Her union with Mrs.Das turns into a rebirth of her dead self and builds 

the fantasies of her life past the realistic belief system of prescribed in American Society. 

Divakaruni uncovers the change of the mind of Leela.  

In the tale of "Lives of outsider", Divakaruni stresses the uncompromising confidence in 

human values that are established in Indian soil. More than social part, her diasporic sensibility 

acknowledges the criticalness of individual relationship that adds to recovering gloom. This 

measurement of diasporic sensibility proposes that bicultural encounters are not matter of social 

showdown just but rather it additionally remains for the consequence of imperialisms in which 

the group of outsiders makes relentless hunt down making and redoing of personalities. 

Prof.Harish Trivedi characterizes this marvel as "exchange": "It might be helpful to take a gander 

at the entire wonder as an exchange… as an intuitive, dialogic, two way forms as opposed to a 
straightforward dynamic latent one, as a procedure including complex transaction and trades".  

In the narrative of "The names of stars in Bengali", Divakaruni dares to uncover the issue 

of osmosis in the life of the offspring of foreigners. It is an account of the experience of a woman 

who visits India as an American worker after an impressive interruption of a period. On her first 

landing in Calcutta, she fills a feeling of satisfaction to see that her American-conceived children 

are interested by bamboo backwoods, bouncing with wild adrenaline an are moved with the 

droning of old rhyme. Rather than this satisfaction, it turns into an excruciating acknowledgment 

to her that her kids are not ready to understand and profess the "Bengal words" for the outflow of 

their emotions. However the simplicity of life, the intrinsic bliss and easeful giggling add new 

measurements to their cognizance. Their excite of life involves relief in her life, "then they'd 

snicker again, they'd not giggled such a great amount in their whole lives, they'd never thought 

India would be this much fun, they wished they could stay until the end of time". Be that as it 

may they are vulnerable to comprehend the concealed message of stories described by their 

grandma. For this lack of partiality with their local culture, the storyteller atones for the marriage 

with the nonnative. In their adolescence delight, she develops her own past. It brings a feeling of 

less yet she wilfully gets away from the meaning apprehensions of relapse. At this stage 

Divakaruni catches two sides of belief systems working inside the cognizance of migrants. At the 

point when her more youthful child falls wiped out, she feels that it is the consequence of their 

unhygienic states of India. However the refutation of India can't be adjusted as a guard system to 

dispose of their blame. The blame of selling out makes an extraordinary harm to the butchered 

personality of the workers. The storyteller admits , "Gracious she ought to never had conveyed 

them to India, just to ambush their blame she felt her denying her mom of her fantastic 

youngsters". Divakaruni attests that withdraw during the time spent movement bends the self and 

personality of settlers on the grounds that the withdraw of space can't guarantee the withdraw of 

the time. For migrants their country gets to be more unusual then the lan of their selection, she 

uncovers the entire wonder in the accompanying words.  
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With such admission Divakaruni builds up the postulation that the procedure of osmosis 

handicapped people a man to interface with its own particular local social personality. The 

storyteller communicates her vulnerability, "May be there's a book in there, posting the names of 

stars in Bengali and disclosing how to distinguish them which she can to peruse to her significant 

other and youngsters".  

The story, "The Blooming Season of Cacti", again speaks to Divakaruni's fixation on the 

possibility of East-West experience. It's the narrative of Mira, a delicate Indian young lady who 

moves to California with countless dreams . There, inspite of the disregard of her sister-in-law, 

she begins looking for the conceivable outcomes of digestion. Living in California, she reviews 

the joy of Bombay "exuberant storm", "covetous overwhelmed boulevards and the indication of 

"Sea around evening time necklaced with light from Marine Drive. "She additionally reviews the 

agonizing shadows of Hindu Muslim uproars. For her even the life im California is not a 

reassurance and her sibling prompts her, "It is not sheltered in India, how frequently I let you 

know and mother this. All the more so now that you're unmarried and alone". Inspite of his 

notice, she tries endeavors to land a position at the Restorant of Mukherjee. She is at long last 

selected as a clerk and is allowed to remain in a condo building. One of the specialists at the 

Restaurant moves the storyteller towards marriage, "Lamentably time doesn't sit tight for ladies 

to recuperate. Today the men are humming around Mira. Tomorrow who knows?"  

In this phase of crisis, Mira interacts with Radhika, Malik Mukherjee's second spouse. 

Mira creates  a sensitivity for the wretchedness of Radhika. At the same time, She builds up an 

interest for one of the  clients, Ajit, for his agreeable identity. She acknowledges the proposition 

of dating with him. Her female cognizant takes a favor to his excellent manly identity. She deals 

with a private dating with him. However at this meeting, Divakaruni makes consistent references 

to Indian culture, Indian customs and Indian sustenance propensities. She gets to be restless to 

have the best of Ajit. Divakaruni imagines that in the life of Indian workers the frontier mentality 

administers their cognizance independent of their social setting. She, "dislike me, Mira, I'd never 

need you to resemble me. To make my mistakes.To wind up fixing to the man who deceived you 

in the most noticeably bad way since what else is conceivable in your life".Mira in her 

inebriation of arousing energy wipes out the refinements of geological and social differences. 

Her female sensibility overwhelms her weakness as an outsider. In Ajit-Mira relationship 

Divakaruni again underscores the inclusion in individual relationship is the main component for 

social amicability. Like an insane young lady, Mira begins kissing every piece of Ajit's body 

including his ear cartilage, throat and the bended line of his neckline bone. However the flush of 

energy in her is not a satisfaction of adoration but rather just a mode to the escape from her own 

uncertainty both as a ladies and as Indian migrant. For her, Ajit's organization is just sentimental 

preoccupation like the yearning for the shorelines and the deserts of California. "Sex had been a 

mistake. I hadn't expected delight ,yet I had sought after rapture in the way Greeks had implied 

the work. Something that you removed from yourself, made you overlook you are."  

As a thwart to her own euphoria, she is educated about Radhika is hospitalized as a result 

of her  exertion of conferring suicide. Mira is blamed by Malik for making unsteadiness in the 

psyche of Radhika and driving her down the way of self-immolation.  

 

Divakaruni inside the minimal structure of these stories makes solid circumstances to deconstruct 

the sensibity of settlers. With her touchy creative ability, natural sensitivity for human 
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relationship, sharp cognizance for sexual orientation partialities and man's inborn holding with 

national limits, she has introduced another time of diaspora writing. In the backround of the 

anguish for individual relationship, She builds a one of a kind example of East-West experience. 

The mental estrangement and enthusiastic holding with social roots gives an unmistakable wealth 

to the sensibility of Indian outsiders. With this vision of all inclusive fellowship, Divakaruni 

investigates new measurement of contentions influencing human awareness in the time of 

globalization.  


